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Abstract: Savannah elephant populations have been severely reduced and fragmented throughout
its remaining range. In general, however, there is limited information regarding their genetic status,
which is essential knowledge for conservation. We investigated patterns of genetic variation in
savannah elephants from the Greater Kruger Biosphere, with a focus on those in previously unstudied
nature reserves adjacent to Kruger National Park, using dung samples from 294 individuals and 18
microsatellites. The results of genetic structure analyses using several different methods of ordination
and Bayesian clustering strongly suggest that elephants throughout the Greater Kruger National Park
(GKNP) constitute a single population. No evidence of a recent genetic bottleneck was detected using
three moment-based approaches and two coalescent likelihood methods. The apparent absence of a
recent genetic bottleneck associated with the known early 1900s demographic bottleneck may result
from a combination of rapid post-bottleneck population growth, immigration and long generation
time. Point estimates of contemporary effective population size (Ne) for the GKNP were ~ 500–700,
that is, at the low end of the range of Ne values that have been proposed for maintaining evolutionary
potential and the current ratio of Ne to census population size (Nc) may be quite low (<0.1). This
study illustrates the difficulties in assessing the impacts on Ne in populations that have suffered
demographic crashes but have recovered rapidly and received gene flow, particularly in species with
long generation times in which genetic time lags are longer. This work provides a starting point and
baseline information for genetic monitoring of the GKNP elephants.
Keywords: Loxodonta africana; Greater Kruger National Park (GKNP); conservation genetics; genetic
structure; effective population size; demographic history
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1. Introduction
Conservation threats, such as illegal hunting, habitat fragmentation and confinement to small
isolated areas, contribute to the decline of animal populations and can lead to their extinction [1–3]. The
impacts on wildlife can take many forms, for example on reproductive success [4], social interactions [5]
and dispersal [6]. Subtler but overarching are the effects on genetic diversity and structure. For instance,
a decrease in population size is often accompanied by an increase in inbreeding and a reduction in
genetic variation [7]. Diminished genetic variability and genetic erosion have been associated with
lowered population fitness, limited ability to adapt to environmental changes and a higher risk of
population extinction [8,9]. Anthropogenic barriers and landscape fragmentation can impede gene flow,
disrupt long-standing spatial genetic patterns and impose strong structuring of the genetic diversity of
populations and species, even highly mobile ones [10]. Thus, human structures and activities, besides
being potential threats to wildlife, may also be important drivers of contemporary microevolution [11].
Complex, cryptic and sensitive fine-scale population genetic structure is often observed in
social animals [12], including elephants [13]. The African savannah elephant (Loxodonta africana)
is a charismatic flagship species that continues to decline in numbers due to poaching and habitat
destruction [14,15], being listed as Vulnerable in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species [16].
Elephants are unusual behaviourally because, unlike most other social mammals, they live in fluid
fission-fusion societies with a hierarchical structure, where males never form permanent breeding
associations with female groups and reproduce with females from across the entire population [17].
Elephant social behaviour shapes and is shaped by genetic structure and thus understanding these
relationships and how humans are impacting them, is crucial for the conservation of elephants [17].
Over the last 200 years, African elephant numbers decreased from more than 20 million to ~1.3
million in the late 1970s [18]. Intense poaching for ivory during that decade and the next [19] led
to approximately a further halving of continental elephant numbers at the end of the 1980s [18]. A
new and growing wave of poaching in the last two decades has caused an estimated annual decrease
of 8% (~30,000) of the less than 400,000 remaining elephants in Africa [14]. Poaching is not the only
threat to elephant populations, since hunting pressure and habitat encroachment by humans are
increasingly confining elephants to protected areas that account for only 16% of their distributional
range and have limited carrying capacity [20]. Moreover, the rapid human population growth and
the associated expansion of agriculture and livestock production in elephant range countries have
increased human-elephant conflict [2]. Today, about 70% of savannah elephants occur in Southern
Africa and the largest populations, because they have a higher probability of long-term persistence,
are arguably the most critical to the future survival of the species [14]. Previous studies have shown
that savannah elephants in eastern and southern Africa are significantly differentiated at the mtDNA
level [21], more moderately so in microsatellites [22] and indistinguishable at some autosomal and
sex-linked nuclear genes [23,24]. In South Africa, during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
human encroachment, hunting for ivory and shooting for crop protection led to a nationwide low of
120 animals in 1920 [25]. Subsequent protection and management allowed an increase in the species’
numbers, with most of the recovery occurring in the Kruger National Park (KNP), with growth by
recruitment boosted by immigration from neighbouring Mozambique [25], so that the KNP population
(~17,000) [14] currently accounts for more than 60% of South Africa’s elephants [26].
Among the expected consequences of the continued decline and fragmentation of elephant
populations are reduced genetic variation and increased inbreeding, which may lead to inbreeding
depression and decreased adaptability and evolutionary potential [27] and greater inter-population
differentiation [28]. Effective conservation management of the remaining populations should therefore
take these genetic issues into account [29]. Here, we conducted a conservation genetic assessment
of savannah elephants in the Greater Kruger Biosphere in South Africa, with a focus on those in
hitherto unstudied nature reserves adjacent to the KNP, which were separated by fences for about
three decades but are now unfenced toward the KNP. Specifically, using 18 L. africana microsatellite
markers, we genotyped dung samples from 294 individuals and investigated genetic diversity and
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structure, effective population size and demographic history. Microsatellites have been successfully
used in many conservation genetic assessments (e.g., Reference [28]). The suitability of mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) for the study of overall current population structure in savannah elephants has been
called into question due to their female philopatry and male-mediated gene flow [30].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Sample Collection
The Associated Private Nature Reserves (APNR) in South Africa are a series of privately-owned
nature reserves (Klaserie, Timbavati, Balule and Umbabat), which cover ca. 1800 km2. They are
continuous with the western boundary of the KNP, which in turn is contiguous with Mozambique’s
Limpopo National Park (LNP) to the east. Since the early 1990s no fences separate the APNR from the
KNP, while sections of fence were dropped with LNP in the early 2000s, ending almost 30 years of
elephant barrier to and from Mozambique [31]. Field-based research has been conducted since 1996
and officially since 2003, on the elephants in this area by the South African non-profit organisation
Elephants Alive. Elephants Alive has identified to date over 1500 individual elephants [32].
A total of 360 savannah elephant dung samples were collected in the APNR between late October
2015 and mid-April 2017. In addition, 46 samples, collected in the KNP, were kindly provided by
Samuel Wasser’s team at the University of Washington (Figure 1). These samples were already diluted
to an average of 20 ng/µL DNA in ‘Low TE’ buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA). From the APNR
samples, 45 were preserved in absolute ethanol and the remaining ones in a saturated salt solution
(circa 36 g of iodised table salt per 100 mL of mineral H2O) and for 29 there was a replicate from
the same dung preserved in both ethanol and salt solution. All samples were freshly collected from
elephants that were observed defecating. GPS coordinates were obtained for every sample upon
collection. Each individual’s age was estimated [33]. IDs were given to every individual based on ear
and tusk characteristics observed in photographic evidence [34].

ΐ
 
Figure 1. Location of samples used in this study. Blue dots are males from the Associated Private
Nature Reserves (APNR); black dots, males from the Kruger National Park (KNP); red dots, females
from the APNR; and white dots, females from the KNP. (a) Map showing the locations of all samples;
(b) Enlarged map of the area delimited by the white square in a), where most of the APNR samples
were collected.
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2.2. Laboratory Procedures and Microsatellite Quality Control
DNA was extracted using the QIAamp Fast DNA Stool Mini Kit (QIAGEN). Samples were
genotyped for 18 species-specific autosomalmicrosatellite loci [35–37] and three sex-typingmarkers [38].
All samples were initially genotyped twice for each locus to verify the genotypes. We performed
additional replicates untilmatching heterozygoteswere scored at least twice andmatching homozygotes
at least three times [39,40].
Consensus genotypes were built on Gimlet 1.3.3 [41], which also provided estimates of allelic
dropout, false alleles and five other specific types of genotyping errors [41,42]. Unbiased PID and
PID-SIB were calculated to quantify the power of the microsatellite loci to differentiate individuals [43].
Resampled individuals and possible mismatches due to genotyping errors were identified in Cervus
3.0.7 [44]. Observed and expected distributions of genotypic differences between samples were
computed in MM-Dist [45]. Large allele dropout and null alleles were assessed using Micro-Checker
2.2.3 [46]. Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibria among loci were tested in GENEPOP 4.7.0 [47]
and significance levels (α = 0.05) were adjusted using the sequential Holm-Bonferroni procedure [48]
in an Excel calculator [49]. Combining tests provides greater confidence in null allele detection [50].
Thus, in addition to Micro-Checker and the method of Van Oosterhout et al. [46], presence and
frequency of null alleles were further assessed using an iterative estimator [51] implemented in Cervus,
a maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator [52] implemented in ML-NullFreq and both an individual
inbreeding model (IIM; Bayesian) and a population inbreeding model (PIM; ML) approaches [53]
available in Inest 2.2. Further details on laboratory procedures and microsatellite quality control can
be found in the Supplementary Information.
2.3. Genetic Diversity and Structure
Genetic diversity was quantified using standard summary statistics calculated for each locus and
averaged over all loci. Number of alleles and observed and expected heterozygosities were computed
using Cervus. Allelic richness and private allelic richness for APNR and KNP were determined with
HP-Rare 1.1 [54]. The inbreeding coefficient (FIS) was estimated using Genetix 4.05.2 [55] and the
significance was tested based on 10000 permutations of alleles among individuals. Apart from our
interest in the elephants in the APNR and their comparison with those in the KNP, estimates of genetic
diversity were quantified separately for them also because they, despite the current absence of fences
between the two areas, should not be assumed to be genetically homogeneous for several reasons. First,
after the demographic collapse of the KNP elephants at the turn of the 19th century, their recovery and
recolonization of the area corresponding to the present-day Greater Kruger National Park (GKNP) was
gradual, having been earlier and more intense in the centre and north of the park and later and more
protracted to the south [56]. This, coupled with spatially differential immigration and local founder
effects [57], may have generated genetic structure throughout the GKNP. Concordantly, substantial
mtDNAdifferentiation has been observed between samples from the north and south of the KNP, which
suggests that elephant recovery and recolonization of the Kruger area may have had the contribution
of founders and immigrants from different nearby geographic sources [30]. Second, for about three
decades (early 1960s to the early 1990s) the KNP and the private land now part of the APNR were
separated by fences that should have acted as semi-permeable barriers to elephant movements [58–60].
Third, in elephant populations previously restricted by fences, resident individuals, particularly family
groups but also adult males, can act cautiously in exploring new areas, even if unoccupied and thus
may expand their home ranges very slightly and slowly into a new area made available after boundary
fence removal [61]. Fourth, savannah elephants in Southern Africa prefer habitats close to water and
with high proportion of vegetation of different types and may move little within seasons if these
essential resources remain locally abundant [62]. Given the above four arguments, in combination
with the long generation time of elephants relative to the time since the fences between the APNR and
the KNP were removed, we considered that a lack of genetic differentiation between the two areas
should not be assumed at the outset.
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We tested for fine-scale genetic structure using multilocus spatial autocorrelation (SAC) analyses
of adults in GenAlEx 6.502 [63,64]. The autocorrelation coefficient r [65], which provides a measure of
the genetic similarity between pairs of individuals falling within a given distance class, was calculated
for a specified number of distance classes. The coefficient, which is closely related to Moran’s I [66], is
bounded by −1 and +1 and has a mean of zero when there is no autocorrelation [65]. The detection
of spatial autocorrelation is influenced by the size of distance classes and by the number of samples
per distance class [67]. Therefore, analyses were performed using either even distance classes or even
samples classes. In the second option, we tried to maximise the number of classes while keeping a
minimum of 100 pairwise comparisons per distance class to ensure adequate statistical power [68].
SAC analyses are based on a single location per individual; for individuals observed multiple times,
we used the mean of locations (e.g., Reference [69]). 9999 random permutations of individuals among
locations were used to generate a 95% confidence envelope under the assumption of no spatial structure.
95% CIs around estimates of r were obtained by 9999 bootstraps from within the set of pairwise
comparisons for each distance class. We accepted significance only when both r exceeded the 95%
CI around the null hypothesis of r = 0 and the 95% bootstrap CI about r did not contain zero [67].
Correlograms were produced by plotting r as a function of distance class and their overall significance
was obtained using a heterogeneity test [70]. The extent of positive spatial genetic structure was not
estimated from the first x-intercept of the correlogram because its value depends on the chosen distance
class size. Instead, it was approximated by the distance class size at which the estimate of r was no
longer significant [67]. Elephants exhibit female philopatry while males disperse from their natal social
group at maturity. To examine sex differences in fine-scale spatial genetic structure, we also performed
SAC analyses separately for females and males. The statistical significance of differences in spatial
genetic structure patterns between adults of each sex was assessed using two heterogeneity tests at the
distance class and whole correlogram levels [70]. We focused on the first distance class because, in the
case of sex-biased dispersal, any differences in spatial autocorrelation between the sexes are expected
to be most apparent in this class [71]. As the APNR elephant samples were collected over a period
corresponding to approximately three consecutive seasons (wet-dry-wet), the fact that elephants can
seasonally change the size and location of their home ranges could be a confounding factor in the SAC
analyses. 65% of the APNR adult samples (71% of the females and 62% of the males) were from the
second (dry) season; for this reason, it was only possible to conduct separate analyses for this season,
whereas for the other two seasons the sample size was too small (less than 100 pairwise comparisons
per distance class).
We tested for isolation by distance (IBD) separately for the APNR and KNP and overall using
Mantel tests [72] for correlation between pairwise genetic and geographic distances among adult
individuals [73]. The Mantel tests were performed in GenAlEx and analyses were carried out using
both raw and log-transformed geographic distances. Significance testing was performed using 9999
permutations. As genetic distances, we used both the Rousset’s distance [74] and Nason’s kinship
coefficient [75] as calculated in SPAGeDi 1.5 [76]. We also analysed patterns of IBD for each sex; these
analyses were not carried out for the KNP alone because of small sample sizes. Tests of IBD overall and
for each sex were also performed using only the APNR adult samples from the second (dry) season.
To assess and visualize the genetic affinities among individuals, multivariate representations were
obtained by subjecting the data to a factorial correspondence analysis (FCA) in Genetix and a principal
coordinates analysis (PCoA) of the standardized covariance of a codominant genotypic distance [65],
as implemented in GenAlEx. Analyses were run for all individuals and for females and males only.
We investigated the presence of genetic structure across the APNR and KNP using Bayesian
clustering methods implemented in Structure 2.3.4 [77], Geneland 4.0.8 [78] and Tess 2.3.1 [79] to
determine the most likely number of genetic clusters (K). K was estimated for all individuals and for
each sex separately. Structure is the most widely used and thoroughly tested Bayesian clustering
software (e.g., References [80,81]) but is aspatial, while Geneland and Tess provide spatially explicit
models that use the geographic coordinates of individuals as prior information and therefore can be
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more powerful at detecting subtle population structure [82]. The analyses with the different methods
used, whenever possible, similar run parameters, in order to make the results more comparable. We
tested values of K from 1 to 8 and the settings for each of the algorithms were as in Basto et al. [83], with
the following few exceptions. In Geneland, we conducted 15 independent runs for each K value tested,
the coordinate uncertainty was set to 0.01, the option to account for the presence of null alleles was
selected and the correlated allele frequencies model was run using either the default medium-sized
differentiation prior β (2,20), an uninformative differentiation prior β (1,1) or a low differentiation prior
β (1,100). It is important to conduct analyses with different β priors on the drift parameters because
they affect the inference of K and individual ancestry using the correlated frequency model [84,85]. In
Structure, each run consisted of 500,000 post-burn-in iterations and to visualize results for the most
likely K the output from StructureHarvester 0.6.94 [86] was processed in CLUMPP 1.1.2 [87] and
plotted with distruct 1.1 [88]. If the most supported K was 1, the results for K = 2 were also examined.
We also carried out additional confirmatory analyses, using Tess and the uncorrelated model in
Geneland, in which the only APNR samples included were those from the second (dry) season.
Finally, we tested for genetic differentiation between APNR and KNP using an exact allelic
G-test [89], without assuming random mating within samples, in Fstat 2.9.3.2 [90] with 20,000
randomizations to assess significance. We also calculated Fst [91], G”st [92] and Jost’s Dest [93], in
Genodive 2.0b27 [94]; significance was tested using 20,000 permutations and 95% CIs were obtained
by bootstrapping across loci. Analyses were further conducted only for adults, both overall and by sex.
Sex-specific Fst estimates for adults were compared using a permutation test that has been shown to
be powerful for detecting sex-biased dispersal [95]; the analysis was performed in Fstat and one-sided
p-values for the hypothesis that Fst is significantly higher in females, the philopatric sex, were based
on 10,000 randomizations.
2.4. Effective Population Size (Ne) and Demographic History
Effective population size (Ne) [96] was estimated with the linkage disequilibrium (LD) method of
Waples [97] in NeEstimator 2.1 [98], which implements an improved method to account for missing
data [99]. We assumed random mating and, as recommended by Waples and Do [100] for sample
sizes >25, excluded alleles with frequencies less than 0.02. 95% CIs were calculated by jack-knifing
over individuals [101]. LD estimates of local Ne are robust to equilibrium immigration rates up to
10% [102,103] and to skewed sex ratio and non-random variance in reproductive success [97]. The LD
estimator can accommodate allelic dropout rates up to 0.05 [104]. Moreover, results in Sved et al. [105]
indicate that the LD method appears to work well in the presence of null alleles and null allele
simulations in Reference [104] suggest that frequencies of null alleles per locus up to 0.1 do not
significantly bias Ne estimates obtained from the LD method. To compare results and considering the
potential effects of population subdivision [106,107], Ne was estimated for the APNR and APNR +KNP.
Ne estimates were based only on adult individuals, as this is preferable to whole-population samples
when applying the LD method to iteroparous species [108,109]. Using only samples of adults can also
often result in downwardly biased estimates of Ne, due to mixture LD [110] caused by combining
parents from different cohorts in a single sample [109] but the downward bias tends to be less when
the reproductive lifespan approaches the generation length [109]. We also estimated Ne using an
estimator by parentage assignments (EPA) [111] that has been specifically developed for populations
with overlapping generations and is implemented in the software AgeStructure. The EPA is robust to
differential fertility among individuals within an age class, disproportional sampling among age classes
and errors of age estimation [111]. Ne is accurately estimated by EPA using ≥8 microsatellites andwhen
8–16% of individuals of each age class in the population are sampled [111]. The EPA also provides an
estimate of the generation interval for each sex and overall. In AgeStructure, we applied modelled
estimates of null allele frequencies and used 95% reliability of parentage assignments, unequal fertility
among individuals in both sexes and 1000 bootstrap samples to calculate confidence intervals (CIs).
Lastly, we estimated Ne using the equation Θ = 4Neµ, where µ is the mutation rate and a regression
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corrected homozygosity-based estimator of Θ [112]. Microsatellite mutation rates vary greatly among
loci [113] but in mammals most of the reported average rates range from 10−4 to 10−3 mutations per
locus per gamete per generation [114–116]. Therefore, mutation rates of 10−4 or 10−3 were used in
this analysis.
We tested for recent reduction in Ne using Bottleneck 1.2.02 [117]. Significance of heterozygosity
excess over all loci, indicative of a recent bottleneck [118], was assessedwith sign andWilcoxon’s signed
rank tests [117,119]. Tests were conducted using 10,000 simulation iterations and three different models
ofmicrosatellitemutation: the infinite allelesmodel (IAM), the stepwisemutationmodel (SMM) and the
two-phase model (TPM). For the latter, the variance for mutation size was set to 12 and the proportion
of single-step mutations was set to either 95% or 78% as recommended by Piry et al. [117] and Peery et
al. [120], respectively. Also, in Bottleneck, we performed the mode-shift test of the shape of the allele
frequency distribution, which is expected to be L-shaped under mutation-drift equilibrium [121]. We
further tested for a reduction in Ne by calculating the mean ratio of the number of alleles to the range
in allele size across loci (M) [122], which is expected to decrease when a population is reduced in size.
The value of M and critical values for significance (Mc) were computed using, respectively, the software
M_P_Val andCritical_M (available at https://swfsc.noaa.gov/textblock.aspx?Division=FEDandid=3298).
Mc values were obtained from 10,000 simulation replicates of microsatellite loci under the TPM in a
population at mutation-drift equilibrium. We ran simulations with two values of Θ (=4Neµ), 0.1 and
10 and assuming either 90% single-step mutations and an average size of multistep mutations (∆g) of
3.5 repeat units (as used by Garza and Williamson [122]) or 78% single-step mutations and ∆g = 3.1 (as
suggested by Peery et al. [120]). To compare results and because both the Bottleneck and M ratio tests
rely on the assumption that the data represents a sample from a single isolated population, analyses
were done separately for the APNR and KNP and overall.
We estimated Ne and tested for past demographic change using models of a single population
with, respectively, constant size (‘OnePop’ model) and a single past variation in Ne (‘OnePopVarSize’
model) [123] and coalescent algorithms for ML estimation implemented in Migraine 0.5.4 (available
at http://www1.montpellier.inra.fr/CBGP/software/migraine/index.html). The ‘OnePop’ model of a
panmictic population at equilibrium estimates a single parameter, Θ. The ‘OnePopVarSize’ estimates
mutation-scaled current and ancestral Ne (Θ and Θanc) and the scaled age of the demographic change
(D). The composite parameter Nratio (=Θ/Θanc) is useful to determine the nature (contraction or
expansion) and extent of the past demographic change. The null hypothesis that no size change
occurred (i.e., Θ = Θanc) is rejected at α = 0.05 if and only if 1 lies outside the 95% CI of the Nratio [123].
The analyses were conducted under a generalized stepwise mutation model (GSM) with estimation
of the parameter (pGSM) for the geometric distribution of mutation sizes. In a comparison with
Msvar [124], one of the most widely used and evaluated programs to infer past demographic change
from microsatellite data [125–127], Migraine seems more adapted for analyses using microsatellites
because of the implementation of a GSM, a more realistic mutation model than the SMM and showed
more power to detect past population contraction and lower false expansion detection rates [123];
Msvar estimates may be particularly unreliable when realistic deviations from the assumed SMM
occur [125]. To convert estimates of scaled parameters (Θ and D) into canonical parameters (Ne and
time), we again used mutation rates of 10−4 or 10−3, as well as a generation time of 17 years [33]. The
analyses were run using 800 points and 20,000 runs per point in each of four (for the ‘OnePop’ model)
or eight (for the ‘OnePopVarSize’ model) iterations. For comparison, the analyses were performed
both for the APNR alone and for APNR + KNP.
Past changes in Ne were also explored using an approximate likelihoodmethod [127] implemented
in the R package VarEff 1.2. Its authors stated that among its advantages over Msvar are the facts that
the results are less dependent on priors and that different mutation models can be applied [127]. We
modelled demographic changes during the last 3000 generations (parameter GBAR) under a SMM or a
TPMwith 78% single-step mutations and assuming an average mutation rate of 10−4 or 10−3 mutations
per locus per gamete per generation. The fit to the data of models with different mutation processes
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and rates was assessed based on the mean value of the quadratic deviation of data from the model [127].
The parameter defining the maximum analysed distance in repeat units between alleles (DMAXPLUS
= DMAX + 1) was set to 11. We chose this range because 10 was the maximum distance observed
with a frequency ≥0.005 and did not lead to the inclusion of distances with zero frequency, the latter
of which would violate the assumption of the model that the mean distance frequency is normally
distributed [127]. As suggested by Nikolic and Chevalet [127], we used a prior value of Ne (parameter
NBAR) equal to Θ1/4µ and a value of three for the variances of the prior log-distributions of both
Ne (parameter VARP1) and time intervals during which the population is assumed of constant size
(parameter VARP2). The prior correlation coefficient between successive population sizes (parameter
RHOCORN) was set to zero and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations used 10,000
batches of length 10 sampled every 10 iterations, after a burn-in of 10,000 steps. We tested two to five
population size changes (parameter JMAX) and, for each combination of mutation rate and mutation
model, we focused on the results of the analysis yielding the most similar estimates of Ne frommedians
and harmonic means of posterior distributions. In order to detect significant changes in population
size, we calculated the ratio (RN) [127] between range and mean of Ne estimates for a period under
consideration; calculations were based on the medians of posterior distributions. An RN value >0.1
is a good indicator of a significant change in population size over the period examined. Again, the
analyses were performed both for the APNR alone and for APNR + KNP.
3. Results
3.1. Microsatellite Data Validation
The mean allelic dropout rate across loci was 0.037, the false allele rate was 0.018 and the overall
rate per single locus genotype of the other five types of errors detected by Gimletwas 0.014. Overall,
the mean error rate per locus, the most universal metric of genotyping error [128], was estimated at
0.056. The probabilities of identity among the 18 autosomal microsatellite loci were low (unbiased
PID = 2.15 × 10
−15; PID-SIB = 1.14 × 10
−6). The observed distribution of genotypic differences obtained
with MM-Dist was bimodal, with the lower mode at 1-MM (one locus mismatch between pairs of
samples) and the antimode at 3-MM. The expected probability of two full siblings differing at one, two
or three loci was estimated by MM-Dist at 2.4 × 10−5, 2.4 × 10−4 and 1.5 × 10−3, respectively. Thus,
being conservative and given our estimate of genotyping error, we considered samples as originating
from the same individual if their genotypes differed at ≤2 loci [129]. All samples separated by such
genotypic differences were of the same sex. The cumulative PID-SIB for the 16 loci with the highest
PID-SIB per locus was 10
−5. With a large number of loci and a per locus genotyping error rate of 5%,
the entire lower mode of the bimodal distribution of observed pairwise mismatches is likely due to
genotyping error [129]. The probabilities of identity for the 18 loci were recalculated after collapsing
matching and nearly matching genotypes (i.e., 0-MM, 1-MM and 2-MM pairs) and results did not
change (PID = 2.41 × 10
−15; PID-SIB = 1.12 × 10
−6). As a result of the genotype comparisons, the 360
samples collected in the APNR were estimated to represent 248 different individuals. With the 46
KNP samples, our dataset included a total of 294 elephants, of which 98 were females (79 adults and
19 juveniles) and 196 were males (151 adults and 45 juveniles) (Supplementary Table S1). The total
amount of missing genotype data was 0.94% distributed over seven of the 18 loci, with a maximum of
12 (4.1%) missing genotypes per locus (LaT06 and LaT18). The cumulative PID and PID-SIB for the 11
loci without missing data were 4.6 × 10−9 and 3.6 × 10−4, respectively. Of the 294 animals analysed,
only 34 had missing data and this only for one locus in 25 of them; the maximum number of loci with
missing data per individual was four (in two individuals). The H-ind analysis in GenAlEx gave a mean
heterozygosity of 0.62 ± 0.12. The lowest observed H-ind was 0.29 and only nine and 36 individuals
had H-ind lower than 0.4 and 0.5, respectively.
Two different sets of samples were used to assess the quality of the microsatellite data. After
a sequential Holm-Bonferroni correction with a nominal α = 0.05, significant deviations from
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Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and linkage equilibrium (LE) were observed, respectively,
for three loci (FH67, LaT06 and LaT25) and between two pairs of loci (FH39 and LaT08 and FH40 and
LaT18) in the analyses including all APNR individuals but no deviations were found when using a
subset of unrelated individuals (Supplementary Table S2). The lack of consistent departures from
HWE and LE suggest that the observed deviations are intrinsic to the sample set analysed and that the
data are not significantly affected by locus-specific problems.
Micro-Checker indicated that null alleles might be present at loci FH71, LaT06, LaT13 and LaT25,
with null allele frequencies of 0-0.06, 0.08-0.10, 0.02-0.04 and 0.08-0.12, respectively, as estimated by the
different null allele frequency estimators used. Both ML-NullFreq and PIM in Inest indicated null
alleles at a further locus, FH67, with frequency 0.04 (0.03 by the Van Oosterhout algorithm, Cervus
and IIM) (Supplementary Table S3). In the IIM, the DIC selected a model including null alleles and
genotyping failure but not inbreeding. Estimates of genotyping failure rates for each locus from both
ML-NullFreq and Inest ranged from 0 to 0.02. Importantly, null allele frequencies per locus <0.1 are
unlikely to have a significant impact on the results of population genetic analyses [130–133].
3.2. Genetic Diversity and Structure
All of the 18 microsatellite loci were polymorphic, with 3 to 14 alleles per locus. The observation
of heterozygotes in both males and females confirmed that all loci were autosomal. Mean observed
and expected heterozygosities across loci were, respectively, 0.63 and 0.64 for the APNR and 0.60 and
0.63 for KNP. The mean allelic richness across loci was also similar between the two areas (6.25 for
APNR and 6.04 for KNP), with private allelic richness being slightly higher in the APNR (0.89) than in
KNP (0.68). The mean values of FIS over all loci were statistically significant and positive but low for
both the APNR and KNP, being slightly higher in the latter (Table 1). The observed FIS values may
not be related to inbreeding, as this should equally affect the FIS values for all loci in each sample but
instead be due to null alleles, allelic dropout and fine-scale genetic structure [57,134,135].
The SAC analyses including both sexes indicate positive and statistically significant fine-scale
genetic structure up to 2–3 km (Table 2; Figure 2). The correlograms with a distance class size of 2 km
had the first x-intercept for r at 4.3 km. In females, a significantly greater genetic similarity between
individuals than expected by chance was detected in analyses using a first distance class of 8–9 km; in
the test at the APNR level with a first distance class of 9 km, the lower bootstrap 95% confidence limit
was 0. The correlograms with a distance class size of 8 km for the APNR and APNR + KNP had the
first x-intercept for r at 12.8 and 14 km, respectively. In males, in contrast, the hypothesis of a random
distribution of genotypes was not rejected evenwithin 1 kmdistances. The heterogeneity test of Smouse
et al. [70], using a significance level of 0.01 as recommended by Banks and Peakall [71], confirmed the
overall significance of the correlograms for all analyses performed except those for the APNR males
(Table 2). In the direct comparisons between the sexes, theω test did not detect heterogeneity between
their correlograms in the various analyses performed but the squared paired-sample t-test statistic (t2),
with a significance level of 0.01, indicated significant differences in spatial genetic structure using a
first distance class of 2 km. In the analyses using only the APNR adult samples from the second (dry)
season, a significant fine-scale genetic structure was detected in females (up to 2 km) but not in males
and combined sexes; in the direct comparison between the sexes, significant differences were detected
with a first distance class of 2 km by the t2 test.
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Table 1. Estimates of genetic diversity based on 18 microsatellite loci for elephants in the APNR (n = 248) and KNP (n = 46).
APNR KNP
Locus NA He Ho FIS AR PAR NA He Ho FIS AR PAR
FH1 5 0.711 0.702 0.013 4.936 0.012 5 0.712 0.717 −0.007 4.987 0.063
FH19 8 0.724 0.673 0.070 6.796 0.077 8 0.759 0.739 0.026 7.877 1.157
FH39 12 0.715 0.750 −0.049 8.261 0.847 10 0.731 0.717 0.019 9.439 2.025
FH40 6 0.512 0.548 −0.070 4.673 0.676 4 0.557 0.533 0.042 4.000 0.003
FH48 8 0.596 0.605 −0.015 6.342 0.651 7 0.639 0.652 −0.021 6.509 0.818
FH60 4 0.427 0.444 −0.039 3.113 0.153 3 0.369 0.348 0.058 2.988 0.027
FH67 8 0.666 0.625 0.062 7.006 2.035 5 0.646 0.605 0.064 4.999 0.028
FH71 3 0.564 0.500 0.114 2.998 0.000 3 0.525 0.478 0.089 3.000 0.002
FH94 6 0.700 0.671 0.042 5.034 1.034 4 0.564 0.630 −0.120 4.000 0.000
FH103 5 0.353 0.339 0.040 4.896 0.240 5 0.328 0.370 −0.127 4.758 0.102
LA5 7 0.570 0.581 −0.018 4.729 0.803 5 0.555 0.565 −0.019 4.521 0.595
LA6 4 0.463 0.492 −0.062 2.901 0.094 5 0.484 0.478 0.013 4.510 1.703
LaT06 13 0.649 0.539 0.171 * 8.590 2.715 7 0.448 0.324 0.279 6.937 1.062
LaT08 14 0.845 0.863 −0.022 11.188 0.849 13 0.861 0.870 −0.010 12.148 1.809
LaT13 11 0.800 0.742 0.073 7.520 0.933 8 0.753 0.761 −0.010 7.411 0.824
LaT18 10 0.775 0.781 −0.008 7.182 1.586 6 0.795 0.486 0.393 * 6.000 0.404
LaT24 13 0.851 0.834 0.020 9.947 2.648 8 0.827 0.658 0.206 7.916 0.617
LaT25 8 0.673 0.558 0.170 * 6.458 0.647 7 0.764 0.783 −0.025 6.746 0.935
Overall 8.06 0.644 ± 0.142 0.625 ± 0.140 0.030 * 6.25 0.89 6.28 0.629 ± 0.158 0.595 ± 0.158 0.054 * 6.04 0.68
NA, number of alleles; He, expected heterozygosity; Ho, observed heterozygosity; FIS, inbreeding coefficient; AR, allelic richness; PAR, private allelic richness. Asterisks indicate significant
values after sequential Holm-Bonferroni correction with a nominal α = 0.05.
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Table 2. Summary of the main results of spatial autocorrelation analyses using either even sample classes (with at least 100 pairwise comparisons for each distance
interval) or even distance classes of 5 km.
Even Sample Classes Even Distance Classes (5 km)
D r U L Ur Lr P ω Pω C r U L Ur Lr P ω Pω
APNR + KNP adults
2 0.019 0.013 −0.013 0.034 0.004 0.003 188.700 0.000 1663 0.004 0.006 −0.006 0.012 −0.003 0.080 224.281 0.000
3 0.012 0.010 −0.009 0.023 0.001 0.011 115.622 0.000 - - - - - - - - -
4 0.008 0.008 −0.007 0.017 −0.001 0.020 74.778 0.000 - - - - - - - - -
APNR + KNP adult
females
3 0.040 0.024 −0.021 0.068 0.013 0.001 125.857 0.000 320 0.024 0.015 −0.013 0.042 0.007 0.001 263.182 0.000
9 0.014 0.007 −0.007 0.025 0.003 0.000 37.493 0.000 - - - - - - - - -
APNR + KNP adult males
2 −0.001 0.020 −0.019 0.022 −0.023 0.533 180.299 0.000 604 −0.001 0.011 −0.010 0.011 −0.013 0.583 212.809 0.000
3 0.004 0.016 −0.015 0.022 −0.013 0.290 100.978 0.002 - - - - - - - - -
APNR adults
2 0.018 0.014 −0.013 0.033 0.003 0.006 116.296 0.001 1639 0.004 0.006 −0.006 0.011 −0.003 0.122 81.399 0.002
3 0.011 0.010 −0.009 0.022 −0.001 0.023 75.154 0.001 - - - - - - - - -
APNR adult females
3 0.038 0.023 −0.021 0.065 0.011 0.001 58.721 0.000 316 0.023 0.014 −0.013 0.040 0.005 0.002 40.909 0.004
8 0.017 0.008 −0.007 0.029 0.005 0.000 25.058 0.001 - - - - - - - - -
9 0.011 0.007 −0.006 0.022 0.000 0.002 23.625 0.004 - - - - - - - - -
APNR adult males
2 0.000 0.021 −0.020 0.023 −0.023 0.516 85.590 0.015 596 −0.001 0.011 −0.010 0.011 −0.013 0.573 67.208 0.028
3 0.004 0.017 −0.015 0.022 −0.014 0.300 74.756 0.018 - - - - - - - - -
D: first distance class in km; r: autocorrelation coefficient; U: upper limit of the 95% CI about the null hypothesis of no spatial structure; L: lower limit of the previous 95% CI; Ur: upper
limit of the 95% CI about r; Lr: lower limit of the 95% CI about r; P: p value;ω: value ofωmetric; Pω: p value ofω test; C: number of pairwise comparisons in the first distance class.
Significant p values are bolded.
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Figure 2. Spatial autocorrelation correlograms for all APNR + KNP adult samples - (a) and (d) - and
separately for each sex (females: (b) and (e); males: (c) and (f). r is the autocorrelation coefficient, a
measure of the genetic similarity between pairs of individuals falling within a given distance class. The
left plots show results using the same upper bound of 2 km for the first distance class and the right
plots show results using a first distance class such that, for all adults and for adult females only (top
two plots), it reveals the approximate geographic distance up to which positive spatial genetic structure
was detectable. All distance classes in the correlograms contained more than 100 pairwise comparisons.
The red dashed lines represent the 95% confidence envelope for the hypothesis of no spatial genetic
structure as determined by permutation.
The Mantel tests of IBD were either not significant (p values > 0.05) or yielded very low
correlation coefficients (rXY ≤ 0.02), depending on the measure of genetic similarity/dissimilarity used
(Supplementary Table S4; Supplementary Figure S1). Similar patterns were observed in the analyses for
males only, whereas females showed a stronger relationship between kinship and geographic distance
(rXY ≤ 0.09). While the tests using Rousset’s distance were all non-significant, those using Nason’s
kinship coefficient tended to be significant. Non-significant results were obtained in the analyses using
only the APNR adult samples from the second (dry) season.
The ordination analyses indicated a lack of genetic differentiation between APNR and KNP
(Figure 3). The apparent genetic diversity of the APNR elephants is noteworthy, given the size of the
area in relation to the KNP. In general, the first two axes explained only a small proportion of the total
variation but the FCA of allelic composition identified two outlying individuals (two uncollared males
in the APNR with identification numbers HM_00154 and HM_00204 (see Supplementary Table S1;
Figure 3a,c). Most of the Bayesian clustering methods (the admixture model with correlated allele
frequencies in Structure, the uncorrelated allele frequency model in Geneland and the no-admixture
and CAR admixture models in Tess) also grouped all individuals from the APNR and KNP into a
single genetic cluster, in analyses overall and separately for each sex (Figure 4; Supplementary Figure
S2). On the other hand, both the correlated allele frequency model in Geneland, regardless of the β
prior used and the BYM admixture model in Tess were consistently unable to find a stable K solution
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for any of the three sets of individuals. Moreover, in each of these two models, when independent runs
converged on the same value of K, they suggested different groupings of individuals. The analyses in
Tess and Geneland using only the APNR samples from the second (dry) season also did not find any
consistent evidence of genetic structure.
 
Figure 3. Factorial correspondence analysis (FCA) and principal co-ordinates analysis (PCoA)
two-dimensional plots of microsatellite variation of elephants in the APNR and in KNP. (a) and
(d): all individuals; (b) and (e): all females; and (c) and (f): all males. In the FCA plots, APNR males
are in yellow, KNP males are in blue, APNR females are in white and KNP females are in grey. The two
outlying males are labelled. In the PCoA plots, blue represents individuals from the APNR and orange
represents individuals from KNP. In the FCA and PCoA plots, respectively, the percentage of the total
inertia accounted for by each of the first two factors and the percentage of variation explained by each
of the first two coordinates are given in parentheses.
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Figure 4. Bayesian clustering results for all individuals in the APNR and KNP. (a) Bar plot from
Structurewhen K = 2. Each individual is depicted by a column that is partitioned into K segments,
which length is proportional to the membership coefficient of the individual for each cluster. A vertical
black line separates individuals from the two areas, which are labelled below the figure. (b) Voronoi
tessellation map for the most supported K = 1 in the no-admixture model of Tess. (c) Map of estimated
cluster membership for the most supported K = 1 under the uncorrelated allele frequency model in
Geneland. The dots in (b) and (c) represent the sampling location of individuals.
The exact G-test indicated significant (α = 0.05) genetic differentiation between APNR and KNP in
analyses including all individuals (p value = 0.015), only adults (p value = 0.038) or only adult females
(p value = 0.016) but not when only adult males were considered (p value = 0.288). Likewise, estimates
of Fst and related measures between APNR and KNP were significant, based on a permutation test, in
comparisons involving all individuals (p value = 0.008), only adults (p value = 0.014) or only adult
females (p value = 0.001) but not in those for adult males only (p value = 0.669). However, only for
the adult females the 95% bootstrap CIs did not straddle zero and mean values were not very small:
Fst = 0.014, G”st = 0.039 and Dest = 0.025 (Table 3). Accordingly, the permutation test of Goudet et
al. [95] supported the hypothesis that Fst is significantly higher in adult females than in adult males
(p value = 0.007).
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Table 3. Overall and sex-specific estimates and standard deviations of genetic differentiation between
the APNR and KNP elephants. Asterisks indicate significant values at α = 0.05.
Overall Adults Adult Males Adult Females
Fst 0.004 ± 0.002 * 0.004 ± 0.003 * −0.001 ± 0.003 0.014 ± 0.007 *
G”st 0.011 ± 0.007 * 0.010 ± 0.007 * −0.003 ± 0.007 0.039 ± 0.018 *
Jost’s Dest 0.007 ± 0.004 * 0.006 ± 0.004 * −0.002 ± 0.005 0.025 ± 0.012 *
3.3. Effective Population Size and Demographic History
The LD and EPA methods gave point estimates of contemporary Ne for the APNR and APNR +
KNP ranging approximately from 200–400 and from 500–700, respectively (Table 4). The respective
Ne estimates from ΘF [112], assuming an average microsatellite mutation rate of 10
−3 mutations per
locus per gamete per generation, were comparable to each other (ΘAPNR = 2.474 and ΘAPNR+KNP =
2.459, both of which translate into a Ne of ~ 600) and within the ranges of the estimates from the other
two methods. Alternatively, accepting a mutation rate ten times lower translate into Ne estimates one
order of magnitude higher (Table 4). The estimator ΘF tends to overestimate the true value of Θ when
mutations follow the GSM instead of the SMM but the bias is small when Θ is small (<5) [112]. A trial
analysis of the KNP data with the LD method gave an infinite estimate of Ne (lower 95% confidence
limit of 239.1 but infinite upper bound), indicating insufficient sample size to capture the signal of
genetic drift. Therefore, we did not estimate Ne for the KNP data alone. We also attempted to estimate
the effective number of breeders (Nb), based on the APNR samples organized into 10-year pooled
‘cohorts’ to ensure exclusion of parent-offspring pairs and reasonable sample sizes (30–70) [136,137]
but the LD Ne estimates for the four constructed pooled ‘cohorts’ (–10, 10-20, 2–30, 3–40 years) all
had 95% CIs with infinite upper bounds. This may be due to a large Ne, so that the sample sizes
available for each ‘cohort’ were not sufficient to obtain reliable estimates [100]. The EPA estimated for
the APNR and APNR+KNP a paternal generation interval (GI) of 21.93 years (95% CI: 14.41–32.30)
and 14.52 years (95% CI: 13.35–27.51), a maternal GI of 13.83 years (95% CI: 9.67–20.54) and 13.66 years
(95% CI: 10.17–20.82) and a mean GI of 17.88 years (95% CI: 13.58–24.50) and 14.09 years (95% CI:
12.92–22.01), respectively. The estimated average GI from the APNR data agrees with that obtained in a
demographic study of a savannah elephant population that has been relatively unaffected by poaching
during the last four decades (17.38 years, Amboseli National Park) [33]. Importantly [111,138], in both
the LD and EPA analyses, random mating was assumed and this was supported by the absence of
or weak deviations from panmixia suggested by the results of the IBD tests and the ordination and
Bayesian clustering analyses. In species living in social groups and with high rates of dispersal in at
least one sex, a deme may behave similar to random mating so that the social structure has little effect
on Ne [139,140].
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Table 4. Estimates of Ne for the APNR and APNR+KNP obtained from the linkage disequilibrium
(LD) method, the estimator by parentage assignments (EPA), VarEffwith an average microsatellite
mutation rate of 10−3 mutations per locus per gamete per generation (the tested rate that best fitted
the data in the VarEff analyses), Migraine and the homozygosity-based estimator of Θ (ΘF; [112]).
Values in parenthesis are 95% confidence intervals (CIs). For Migraine and ΘF, estimates are given
assuming an average microsatellite mutation rate of 10−3 or 10−4 mutations per locus per gamete per
generation, respectively.
APNR APNR+KNP
LD Method 388.3 [245.2–809.3] 510.2 [319.9–1091.4]
EPA 197 [83–436] 692 [109–743]
VarEff
Harmonic mean 343.8 339.3
Median 454.7 443.5
90% central range 160.9–970.9 157.5–920.8
Migraine 737 [590–915]; 7370 [5900–9150] 723 [581–895]; 7230 [5810–8950]
ΘF 618.5; 6185 614.7; 6147
The Migraine analyses using the ‘OnePop’ model yielded highly similar point estimates and 95%
CIs of Θ and pGSM for the APNR and APNR+KNP (Figure 5). The approximate values of Θ and pGSM
were, respectively, 2.9 (95% CI: ~ 2.3–3.6) and 0.39 (95% CI: ~ 0.30–0.47). The former values translate
into Ne estimates of around 725 (95% CI: ~ 575–900) or 7,250 (95% CI: ~ 5750–9000) assuming an average
mutation rate of 10−3 or 10−4, respectively (Table 4). A trial analysis using only the smaller KNP data
set, which may be insufficient for reliable inference in Migraine [123], also gave estimates of Θ and
pGSM highly similar to those above: 2.8 (95% CI: 2.1–3.6) and 0.36 (95% CI: 0.25–0.46). The pGSM
estimates support the overall loci inadequacy of the SMM for the data. In the ‘OnePopVarSize’ model,
the estimates of Θ and pGSM for the APNR (2.9, 95% CI: 2.3–3.6; 0.36, 95% CI: 0.26–0.45), KNP (2.6,
95% CI: 2.0–3.5; 0.31, 95% CI: 0.19–0.42) and APNR+KNP (2.8, 95% CI: 2.3–3.5; 0.35, 95% CI: 0.26–0.45)
were also similar between data sets and to those from the ‘OnePop’ model. The ‘OnePopVarSize’
model analyses of the three data sets all hinted at strong past population contraction (Nratio point
estimates of 5 × 10−4 – 5 × 10−3, that is, << 1) but without statistical significance (95% CIs ranging in
order of magnitude from −5/−4 to 3/5). The point estimates of Θanc were very large, ranging from 572
for the APNR to 5290 for APNR+KNP, which assuming mutation rates of 10−3 or 10−4 translate into
unrealistically large Ne estimates of 1.4−13.23 × 10
5 or 106, respectively; the 95% CIs of Θanc had upper
bounds that could not be estimated (Supplementary Figure S3), a likely outcome when no obvious past
demographic change could be detected [141]. The estimates of the timing of population contraction
were also unrealistically ancient: 5–7 × 105 or 106 years ago assuming mutation rates of 10−3 or 10−4,
respectively; again, the 95% CIs of D were very wide, ranging in order of magnitude from −2/0 to 4/5
(Supplementary Table S5). The non-significant signal of a strong ancient contraction inferred by the
‘OnePopVarSize’ model may reflect the fact that the elephant population in the study area was part of a
historical structured metapopulation [142]. Moreover, the overall Migraine results indicate that APNR
and KNP belong to the same population and share a common history.
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional profile likelihood regions of the parameter for the geometric distribution of
mutation sizes (pGSM) and Θ from Migraine’s ‘OnePop’ model for: (a) APNR and (b) APNR+KNP.
pGSM and Θ in log scale are in the x and y axes, respectively.
In the VarEff analyses for both the APNR alone and for APNR+KNP, the model best-fitting
the data (i.e., the one with the smallest mean quadratic deviation of observations from the model)
assumed TPM mutations at a rate 10−3 and two past changes in Ne. This model also yielded the most
similar estimates of Ne from medians and harmonic means of posterior distributions. A test analysis
using only the KNP dataset, again bearing in mind the possible inadequacy of sample size, had the
same best-fit model. The two main analyses (APNR and APNR+KNP) inferred virtually identical
demographic histories and indicated a gradual decrease in Ne (RN = 0.66–0.67) over the time period
modelled (3000 generations or 51,000 years assuming a generation time of 17 years), translating into
about a halving of the median estimates of Ne (e.g., for the APNR, median Ne (T = 0) = 455 and median
Ne (T = 3000) = 951) (Supplementary Tables S6 and S7). When dividing the whole period into 12 intervals
of 250 generations, to further understand the demographic pattern, the RN ratio results only suggested
significant changes in Ne during two time spans: 500 to 750 generations ago (RN = 0.19–0.21) and in
the last 250 generations (RN = 0.12–0.13). Further analyses of the latter period showed that a significant
decrease in Ne could still be observed when only the last 200 generations were considered (RN =
0.10–0.11) but not in the last 150 generations (RN = 0.08–0.09). The probability of the time to the most
recent common ancestor (TMRCA) between two alleles being less than 500 and 250 generations was
estimated at 0.4 and 0.25, respectively. Comparison of plots of the density of the posterior distribution
of log(Ne) at different times showed that only those for generations at the extremes of the 0–3000
interval were separated, with partial overlap (Figure 6 and Supplementary Figure S4). However, when
considering the corresponding 90% central ranges (CR) of the Ne estimates in natural scale, their
overlap is significant even for the comparison between the limits of the 0–3000 interval (e.g., for the
APNR, Ne (T = 0) 90% CR = [161–971] and Ne (T = 3000) 90% CR = [497–11,697]) (Supplementary Tables
S6 and S7).
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Figure 6. VarEff inference of demographic history over the last 3000 generations based on the APNR
data set. (a) Joint posterior distribution for logNe (y-axis) over time in generations (x-axis); (b) and
(c) mean (red), median (black), mode (blue) and harmonic mean (orange) of Ne estimates in linear
and logarithmic scales, respectively; (d), (e) and (f) densities of the posterior distributions of logNe
for the present and at different times in the past. (d) logNe estimates for the present (black) and 1500
generations ago (blue), (e) logNe estimates for the present (black) and 3000 generations ago (blue) and
(f) logNe estimates for the present (black) and 500 (blue), 1500 (red) and 2500 (green) generations ago.
The sign and Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests in Bottleneck under the SMM or TPM, except those
using the latter model with 78% single-step mutations (which were not significant at α = 0.05), revealed
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significant heterozygosity deficiency over all loci in all the three data sets analysed (APNR and KNP
separately and pooled together). In contrast, assuming the IAM, most of the tests indicated significant
heterozygosity excess over all loci (Supplementary Table S8). The type I error rates of the heterozygosity
excess tests are higher under the IAM than the SMM [118,119] and the latter model is considered
more suitable for microsatellites [143], with the TPM being probably the most appropriate model
overall [117,144]. Therefore, when a significant heterozygosity excess is only obtained under the IAM,
it seems reasonable and conservative to conclude that there is no evidence for a recent decline in Ne.
The mode-shift test showed a normal L-shaped distribution of allele frequencies, as expected under
mutation-drift equilibrium, in all the three data sets. In the M-ratio tests, the mean M values observed
for the KNP (0.853), APNR (0.905) and the two combined (0.904) were higher than the respective critical
values Mc for the four different combinations of Θ and mutational processes tested, except in the case
of the KNP assuming Θ = 0.1, 90% single-step mutations and ∆g = 3.5 (Mc = 0.871) (Supplementary
Table S9). This last result was considered spurious because the sample size for the KNP was modest
and the M-ratio test was significant for a single set of assumed parameters.
4. Discussion
In this study, we conducted a conservation genetic assessment of savannah elephants in the
Greater Kruger Biosphere, with a focus on those in previously unstudied nature reserves (APNR)
adjacent to KNP. Our aims were: i) to characterize the genetic status of the APNR elephant population;
ii) to examine genetic structure across the Greater Kruger; iii) to provide estimates of local effective
population size; and iv) to investigate demographic history and in particular to test for genetic
bottlenecks, which might be expected given the known history of South African elephants.
4.1. Genetic Diversity and Structure
The sample sets from the APNR and from across the KNP showed similar and moderate mean
observedmicrosatellite heterozygosity (0.625 and 0.595, respectively). These values are also comparable
to those obtained in a previous study [30] for the KNP (0.626), based on a total of 33 samples in two
balanced clusters in the north and south of the park and in other areas in Southern Africa [22,30,145].
The average levels of heterozygosity in the APNR or the KNP, however, were in general lower than
those of eastern African populations [13,146–148]. This pattern may be due to the different marker sets
used between studies, since another study that analysed both KNP and eastern African population
samples (albeit of small size) using the same microsatellites found similar levels of average observed
heterozygosity and number of alleles per locus [22]. Nevertheless, for some of the loci used here
and in studies of East African elephants [13,37,146,149], our estimates of heterozygosity and allelic
richness in the APNR or the KNP were lower than those reported in eastern African populations
(FH67, FH103, LaT06, LaT18, LaT25). Inter-population comparisons of allelic richness at the same
microsatellite loci can be powerful, far more so than analogous heterozygosity comparisons, for
identifying populations that have undergone a recent bottleneck [150]. Whitehouse and Harley [28]
also found lower heterozygosity and allelic diversity at another four loci in the KNP than in three
Ugandan elephant populations [151]. They interpreted these results as reflecting the different histories
of South and East African elephant populations: while the former suffered severely from hunting
and poaching during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries [25], the latter have been decimated
by widespread poaching in more recent times, during the last 50 years [13,18,146,148,151]. Therefore,
they suggested that although the Kruger elephant population recovered rapidly from its demographic
bottleneck in the early 1900s, it shows signs of the genetic diversity loss caused by the earlier massive
and long-term decimation of South African elephants, whereas, given the long life span and generation
time of elephants, a significant decrease in genetic variation may not yet be observable in the very
recently reduced East African elephant populations. However, no evidence of a recent genetic
bottleneck in Kruger elephants has been found by Bottleneck and M ratio analyses in this and other
studies [28,30]. The M ratio method in particular might have been expected to be able to detect a
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possible recent Ne reduction in the Kruger elephants, as it can be powerful for detecting bottlenecks
when they were severe and lasted several generations, the population had made a demographic
recovery and the pre-bottleneck population size was large [120,152]. The fact that the Bottleneck
and M ratio tests clearly did not support the hypothesis of a genetic bottleneck may be due to the
rapid post-bottleneck growth of the Kruger elephant population [25,28,30] that likely resulted in a
less severe overall reduction of Ne [149,153], a situation in which for instance the M ratio method
has less power [120,152]; in turn, the heterozygosity excess test assumes a permanent bottleneck
in population size [119] but see Hoban et al. [154]. Concomitantly, immigration of elephants into
the Kruger population from Mozambique [25,28] and possibly from other nearby areas in Southern
Africa [30], likely brought new alleles, thus erasing signatures that could be detected by the Bottleneck
and M ratio tests [155]. Also, given the long elephant generation time, the demographic contraction
may not have occurred long enough ago to be detected by the Bottleneck and M ratio tests [134].
Simulation studies have shown that these tests may have low to moderate power to detect even large
reductions in Ne when they occurred ≤ 10 generations ago [118,120,126]. Moreover, a long generation
time provides a buffer against the rate of loss of genetic variation during short-term bottlenecks [156].
Lastly, the social and mating system of savannah elephants may also have helped to maintain genetic
diversity, as different alleles could have survived in different social groups [57,139]. A combination
of rapid post-bottleneck population growth, immigration, long generation time and social structure
and mating system, may then explain why the known recent demographic bottleneck is not reflected
in a significant signature of genetic bottleneck. A possible test of whether the demographic collapse
during the 19th–20th century transition caused a genetic bottleneck could be the comparison of levels
of genetic diversity and Ne between samples from the Kruger area from the 1920s–1930s (after the
demographic contraction but before the population rebound) and the mid-19th century [25], if such
specimens are available.
The exact G-test indicated significant genetic differentiation between APNR and KNP but the
results of genetic structure analyses using several different methods of ordination and Bayesian
clustering strongly suggest that elephants throughout the GKNP constitute a single population.
Concordantly, although estimates of Fst and relatedmeasures between APNR and KNPwere significant
based on permutation, their values were very small (0.004–0.011) and the 95% bootstrap CIs included
zero. Moreover, Mantel tests of IBD, using different inter-individual genetic distances, were either
not significant or yielded very low correlation coefficients (rXY ≤ 0.02). Overall, these different
results indicate a lack of genetic structure across the GKNP. It has been shown that exact tests using
microsatellite data can be very powerful in detecting even very small departures from panmixia [89,157]
but such powerful tests can also yield statistically significant results that do not reflect biologically
meaningful genetic differentiation [157]. Our genetic structure results agree with the study of de
Flamingh et al. [30], which concluded a lack of microsatellite differentiation between two sample sets
from north and south KNP.
The SAC analyses including both sexes indicated positive and statistically significant fine-scale
genetic structure up to 2–3 km. Fine-scale structure can exist even when dispersal is restricted in only
one sex [158,159], while gene flow mediated by the dispersing sex may explain the lack of genetic
structure at larger spatial scales [140,159]. The detected fine-scale structure is the result of female
matrilocality and the presence of family groups [57]. With sex-biased dispersal, the philopatric sex is
expected to exhibit stronger and more extensive fine-scale structure than the dispersing sex, which may
show an apparently complete absence of fine-scale structure [71]. Accordingly, given the male-biased
dispersal known for elephants [57,151], the SAC analyses for females indicated significantly positive
genetic correlations among individuals up to 8–9 km apart, whereas for males the hypothesis of
a random distribution of genotypes was not rejected even within 1 km distances. Also, fittingly,
the genetic differentiation tests (G-test and Fst and related statistics) between APNR and KNP were
significant for females but not for males. The weaker fine-scale genetic structure observed in the SAC
analyses using only the APNR adult samples from the second (dry) season may potentially be due to
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the contraction of elephant home ranges in the dry season [32,160]. Therefore, the inferred patterns
in the SAC analyses with samples from the entire sampling period, corresponding to approximately
two wet seasons and one dry season, may mainly reflect the fine-scale genetic structure in the wet
season. The extent of spatial genetic structure up to 8–9 km in females may be an underestimate given
the use of the bootstrap confidence interval test, which is more conservative than the permutation
test [67]. In any event, to our knowledge, this is the first estimate of the scale of spatial genetic
structure in female savannah elephants. This information is valuable for behavioural and ecological
research and conservation management [17,57]. For example, for comparisons of patterns among
elephant species and populations and between protected and unprotected areas [161]. Fine-scale
genetic structure in female elephants is important for population health but is impacted by poaching
and other human activities [13,17,57] and therefore may differ between populations under different
levels of anthropogenic pressure.
4.2. Demographic History and Effective Population Size
Coalescent-based likelihood estimates inMigraine and VarEff also did not support the hypothesis
of a significant Ne reduction in the recent past. The Migraine analysis using the ‘OnePopVarSize’
model yielded a non-significant signal of a strong ancient decrease in Ne. In turn, VarEff inferred
a monotonic decline in Ne during the last ~50,000 years, with two steeper drops 12750–8500 years
ago and 4250–3400 years ago, resulting overall in noticeably lower point estimates of contemporary
Ne; however, the 90% CR of the Ne estimates overlapped substantially through time, even between
today and 50000 years ago. Thus, neither Migraine nor VarEff analyses could find unambiguous
and statistically significant evidence for past demographic changes. The non-significant signal of
a strong ancient population contraction inferred by the ‘OnePopVarSize’ model of Migraine may
reflect the fact that the Kruger elephant population was part of a historical metapopulation [142]. It
is known that population structure of the island model type [96] can generate lineage genealogies
that resemble those resulting from population bottlenecks [162] and hence may confound analyses of
demographic history [163]. Given the massive human impacts over the last centuries on the Southern
African elephant populations, these are unlikely to be in migration-drift equilibrium and recent and
current levels of interpopulation gene flow are unknown. Island model simulations suggest that when
individuals are sampled from a single deme, Migrainemay have moderate false contraction detection
rates if the Ne of demes is neither small nor large (a few hundred) and migration rates between demes
are low (≤1%), so that the genealogy of a sample taken from a single deme is closer to that expected
in a Wright-Fisher population [123]. On the other hand, in similar island model simulations but in
which populations have undergone a past reduction in Ne, sampling a single deme resulted in low
contraction detection rates; these increased when levels of gene flow were higher [123]. VarEff is
also sensitive to gene flow and the demographic trend inferred by VarEff might reflect recurrent
immigration at low to moderate rates (see Figure 7 in Nikolic and Chevalet [127]).
The effective size of a population is a key parameter in evolutionary and conservation biology as
it determines the equilibrium level of neutral or weakly selected genetic variability, the rate of genetic
drift and inbreeding, the relative importance of migration and the effectiveness of selection [164,165]. In
conservation contexts, genetic estimates of short-term Ne are important to understand current rates of
loss of genetic variation and increase of inbreeding, vulnerability to genetic stochasticity and therefore
are essential for assessing the status and viability of a population under currentmanagement and habitat
conditions and its capacity to respond and adapt to environmental challenges and changes [166–168].
Estimates of long-term Ne offer a retrospective view of the rate of genetic drift over past generations
and, when compared with those of current Ne, may be useful in determining whether a population
has undergone a recent demographic change [134,156,166]. Although estimates of long-term Ne are
often equated with Ne over many generations, when they concern recently fragmented or bottlenecked
populations and especially if based on microsatellites, they are more likely to reflect recent effective
sizes [166]. The LD and EPA estimators of short-term Ne gave higher point estimates of Ne for APNR +
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KNP (500–700) than for the APNR alone (200–400) but the respective 95% CIs overlapped substantially.
To our knowledge, these are the first available estimates of Ne for Kruger’s elephants. Given our
relatively limited sample size for the KNP, a better sampling of this area should be obtained for Ne
estimation. The LD estimates of Ne may be underestimated due to several factors, all of which may
have had an impact. Firstly, the underlying model of the LD method assumes discrete generations,
with the estimated Ne referring to the parental generation of the sample [169]. When samples are taken
from age-structured species, which can introduce non-random mating effects, the estimate from the
LD method can be an estimate of the effective number of breeders (Nb) that produced the cohort(s)
from which the sample was taken or of a quantity intermediate between Nb and Ne [100,109,169]. It
has been shown that using only adults is preferable to using all individuals in the population for
estimating Ne from LD when generations overlap [108,109] and therefore we used only adults but
this strategy may still lead to an underestimation of Ne, which in several species studied was about
20–30% when the ratio of adult life span (=maximum age – age at maturity + 1) to generation length
is in the range 2–3 [109]; in savannah elephants, assuming a maximum age of 65 years, a mean age
at first reproduction of 14 years and a generation time of 17 years [33], the ratio in question is 3.
However, it is important to note that the comparisons in Waples et al. [109] are between LD estimates
and analytical expectations of Ne based on a demographic model assuming a population of constant
size [170], a scenario that does not apply to Kruger elephants. Secondly, both the LD and EPA methods
assume a population of constant size. The consequences of violating this assumption have not been
evaluated for the EPA but a recent change in population size can cause LD Ne estimates to be affected
by Ne in generations prior to the one sampled [97]. For unlinked loci, a recent population decline
is unlikely to seriously affect LD estimates of Ne because the signal from current (reduced) Ne is
strong relative to the signal from larger Ne in previous generations but if the population has recently
increased, as is the case of the Kruger elephants, LD estimates of Ne can be biased downwards for a
few generations, with duration and magnitude of bias proportional to the severity of the previous
population reduction and relative increase in Ne [97,169]. Finally, thirdly, the LD method can be very
sensitive to positive values of FIS, potentially substantially underestimating Ne even for low values
of FIS (e.g., 0.02–0.05; [138]), that is similar to those estimated here for the APNR and KNP samples
(Table 1). The EPA assumes random mating but its robustness to deviations from this assumption
has not yet been tested. Moreover, immigration of genetically differentiated individuals from other
populations leads to mixture disequilibrium [110,171] that could downwardly bias LD estimates of
local Ne [100]. It has been shown that under equilibrium migration models this effect is small but
nonequilibrium pulse migration of strongly divergent individuals can create strong mixture LD and
depress estimates of local Ne [103]. Nevertheless, this second scenario does not appear to apply in
our data set because neither the Bayesian clustering nor the ordination analyses, except the FCA that
identified two outlying males in the APNR, indicated the presence of recent immigrants that could
have strongly influenced estimates of Ne. Overall, despite the aforementioned potential reasons for a
possible underestimation of the LD estimates of Ne, the fact that these are similar to the EPA estimates
and considering that the LD and EPA methods are based on very different approaches to estimating
Ne, can be seen as increasing the confidence in the estimates [100,172].
Comparable Ne estimates to those obtained by the LD and EPA methods were inferred from
analyses in Migraine (~700), VarEff (~400) and ΘF (~600), in all three cases assuming an average
mutation rate of 10−3. The analyses in VarEff suggest that this rate fits the data better than
a rate of 10−4 and it agrees well with reported overall average mutation rates for mammalian
tetranucleotides [116,173]. However, a value of 10−3 can be considered as in the upper bound estimate
of the average microsatellite mutation rate in mammals and the typical average rate, in particular
for dinucleotide repeats, is probably somewhat lower [115,173]; assuming, for example, a mid-range
value of 5 × 10−4, a figure often used in the literature (e.g., Reference [174]), would translate into a
doubling of the Ne estimates from Migraine (~1400), VarEff (~800) and ΘF (~1200). On the other
hand, since the microsatellites used in this study were selected for their polymorphism, their mutation
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rates may actually on average be higher than the mean mutation rates observed in microsatellite
panels unfiltered for polymorphism [166]. In any case, it is interesting that the Ne estimates from
these different methods are comparable, given their differences in model assumptions and estimation
algorithms. For instance, mutation-drift equilibrium is assumed by ΘF but not by VarEff. However,
all three methods assume an isolated population. It is well known that even low levels of immigration
may strongly influence genetic diversity in local populations and this can lead to biased estimates of
local Ne by Θ-based Ne estimators [107,134,166]. The risk of a possible substantial overestimation
of local Ne that even a small amount of immigration can cause has been illustrated for the island
model [175]. However, the island model assumption of constant and identical immigration rates from
different source demes may be particularly unrealistic for the Kruger elephants. Instead, the bulk of
immigrant gene flow into the Kruger elephant population may have come and continue to come, from
the adjacent LNP. Recurrent immigration of elephants into the Kruger from neighbouring Mozambique
may have been substantial during 1960–1970, due to heavy hunting pressure and drought in that
country [25] and then possibly again since the early 2000s when fences between KNP and LNP began
to be removed, ending nearly three decades of separation [31]. This gene flow into the Kruger may
imply that our long-term Ne estimates could be biased upwards. Nevertheless, the magnitude of
this bias may be limited. The genetic structure analyses did not consistently indicate the presence of
genetically divergent immigrants that could have strongly affected the Ne estimates. Moreover, the
effect of immigration on estimates of local Ne may be modest if allele frequencies are similar between
the focal and source demes, so that immigrants have less effect on allele frequency changes [168,176].
A future study of the elephant populations in the LNP and other areas of Mozambique, using the same
microsatellites as here, would allow, among other objectives, to compare the populations in the LNP
and Kruger and test the hypothesis of their genetic similarity. A regional sampling, also including
other potential sources of immigrants to Kruger in Zimbabwe and Botswana, would additionally allow
estimation of Ne using methods that account for migration (e.g., References [177,178]).
The LD and EPA point estimates of contemporary Ne for the GKNPwere 500–700. These estimates
are close to values of Ne that have been proposed as absolute minimum for the long-term maintenance
of quantitative genetic variation and evolutionary potential of a population (Ne = 500–1000) [179–183].
Clearly, the current census size of a population, which in the case of the GKNP elephants is estimated at
about 21,000 individuals [26], can give amisleadingly optimistic impression of population viability [184].
Considering the ratio of Ne to population size is important because if this ratio is very small (<0.1),
then genetic drift can be strong although the population is large [185]. The LD and EPA estimates
provide information about Ne in the population of breeders that produced the sample; therefore,
to estimate Ne/N, we used as denominator the mean of the estimated number of adult elephants
(Na) [165,183,185,186] in the GKNP, assuming a stable age structure with 38% ofmature individuals [26],
over the period 1905–1990 [25]. We also calculated Ne/N using the mean census size (Nc) over the same
period in the denominator. The ratio Ne/Nc is directly proportional to the total reproductive value of a
population [187] and gives an idea of the relative risks that demographic and genetic factors might
pose to its persistence in the short term [188]. Based on the range of the LD and EPA point estimates of
Ne, the values obtained for Ne/Na and Ne/Nc were 0.27–0.37 and 0.10–0.14, respectively. These ratios,
however, may be overestimated because, when temporal trends in N are evident (in the case of GKNP
elephants, a strong population growth during the 20th century, particularly from 1960 onwards), it may
be more appropriate to use the more recent values of N to estimate the denominator of Ne/N [186,189].
Using the mean Na and Nc for the period 1960–1990, the Ne/Na and Ne/Nc ratios were 0.19–0.26 and
0.07–0.10. Either way, the Ne/Nc ratios are similar to the mean (0.11) of 92 comprehensive empirical
estimates of Ne/N reviewed by Frankham [186]. Palstra and Fraser [188] reported a median Ne/N of
0.23 based on 31 correctly linked Ne/N ratios but these only included ectotherms. The main reasons
for the low Ne/N ratio in the Kruger elephants should be a fluctuating population size, variance in
reproductive success and a high ratio of adult life span to age at maturity [186,190,191]. The estimated
Ne/Nc ratio is not unusually low [168] but it is important to note that it does not represent the current
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population but rather the parental population of the sampled individuals. Assuming that Ne did not
change much in the meantime and given a present census size of 21,000 individuals, of which 8,000 are
estimated to be adults [26], the current Ne/Nc and Ne/Na ratios could be about 0.02–0.03 and 0.06–0.09,
respectively. The long generation time of elephants may slow the rate of genetic drift but there may
only be a delay in the reduction of inbreeding Ne and the restoration of genetic variation by mutation
will be very slow [156,192]. Focusing only on current levels of genetic diversity, without an assessment
of multigeneration Ne [193], can be misleading as an indicator of a genetically healthy population
and for predicting short-term and long-term genetic risks [194]. Given the demographic collapse and
recovery of the Kruger elephants over the past two centuries, a relatively brief history considering their
generation time and the migration-drift disequilibrium in the GKNP’s expanding elephant population,
additional future estimates of Ne are needed to better understand the effects on it of this complex and
dynamic history [107,136,137].
5. Conclusions
We consider that conservation genetic assessments should be as thorough as possible, covering
genetic diversity, fine- and population-scale genetic structure, genetic bottleneck testing, demographic
history inferences and estimates of effective population size. Only then is it possible to obtain an
accurate and detailed picture of the genetic status of populations, clues to causes of this status and
a solid basis for further investigations and conservation and management plans. This study also
illustrates the difficulties in determining the conservation genetic status of populations that have
suffered catastrophic demographic collapse but have recovered rapidly and received gene flow, so
that the genetic impacts of this complex history in a short time interval are difficult to ascertain. This
is further complicated in species with long reproductive lifespan and generation time, since in these
the effects on the genetic dynamics of a population of the different demographic events in the last
generations may actually reflect history over the last century or more and time lags are expected to
be long. In such cases, we argue that the full extent of impacts on genetic variation and Ne of recent
dramatic changes in population size can only be understood through follow-up analyses in subsequent
generations of the target population.
For reasons discussed above, such as a rapid population recovery following the demographic
bottleneck during the 19th–20th century transition, immigration from neighbouring populations and
a long generation time, the Kruger elephant population does not appear to have significantly lower
levels of genetic diversity than other Southern African elephant populations and different methods of
demographic inference also did not detect consistent signs of a recent reduction in Ne or deviation
from mutation-drift equilibrium [28,30]. However, given their recent history the Kruger elephants
are likely a nonequilibrium population, the estimates of contemporary Ne are at the lower end of the
range of values that have been suggested as the critical minimum for the long-term maintenance of
genetic variation and adaptive potential [180,181,183] and the current Ne/Nmay be quite low (<0.1).
Clearly, in the future there is a need for genetic monitoring [195] and analyses including samples from
neighbouring populations, particularly from Mozambique and Zimbabwe, for an adequate assessment
of changes and trends in Ne and Ne/N, ideally also using genomic data [196]. This is even more
relevant now, after the establishment of the Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park (GLTP) in 2002, with the
aim of linking the KNP, LNP and Gonarezhou National Park (GNP) in Zimbabwe. With the creation
of this transboundary protected area, there is an expectation of increased gene flow and local Ne
and population growth to carrying capacity, as the area has an estimated mean deficit of ~70,000
elephants relative to ecological benchmarks [15], and subsequent stabilization by density-dependent
and environmental factors and source-sink metapopulation dynamics [20]. However, this mega-park
will only reach its promised potential for the conservation of savannah elephants if the pressures
of poaching and conflict with humans are removed or at least substantially mitigated [14,197] and
functional ecological corridors are available to facilitatemovement and gene flow through the landscape
matrix between non-adjacent constituent protected areas [198].
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